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Rap: Noisy day rap

Snap your fingers,
Hiss like a snake,

Don't bang the drum *
Baby will wake!

Rattle baby's rattle,
Squeak like a mouse.

I hea r footsteps
Outside the house!

Please don't whisPer,

You'll have to shout.

It's very noisy,

School is out!

Crackle crisp Packets,
Pop the ba lloon.
Ref. blows the whistle,
Football starts soon.
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Light reuiew
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Song: Can you see through it?

Tra nspa rent, tra nsPa rent -
You can see through it.

Tra nslucent, tra nslucent -
You can see a blt.
Opaque, opaque -
That's much too thick.
Opaque, opaque -
Can't see through a brick!

'r%* TEE
Scientific words and dictionary definitions

Eye. We use this to see.

See. We do this with our eyes.

Light. Opposite of dark.

Sight. Sense using eyes.

Lens. ln eyes, cameras, telescopes,

Shadow. There is not much light here,

lmage. Seen in a mirror.

Transparent. Light goes through this.

Translucent, Some light goes through this.

Opaque. No light goes through this.

Reflection. The image in a mirror'

Refraction. Bending light.
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Sound: Pitch

"ffir,T56
Pitch

[Sound effects only * nQ words): TWo very different

pitches - one high, one low, fallowed by 5 or 6 more

sounds af verY different Pitchesl
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Song: Save, save, save!

Saving watel
Saving water.

Turn off the tap,

Turn off the tap.
Never leave it driPPing,

Never leaving it driPPing.

Splish, splash, splat,

Splish, splash, splat!

Save electricity,
Save electricity.
Switch off the light,
switch off the light.
Turn off the computen
Turn off the comPuter

For the night,
For the night!

Saving petrol,
Saving petrol.
Sha ring ca rs,

Sha ring ca rs.

Catch a bus or cycle,

Catch a bus or cYcle.

Walk, walk, walk,
Walk, walk, walk!
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